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VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL EVALUATION
THANKS FOR TAKING KIDS DEEPER AND DIVING WITH US!
We appreciate you joining us for unforgettable, fun Bible learning...and
we look forward to introducing you to an all-new VBS next year!
Will you help us make next year's VBS even better? Take a few
moments at the end of your program to fill out this survey. Drop it in
the mail, and let us know what you think!

LOGO

Thank You!

Steven Carter
SCUBA Dive Master
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Instruction: Use blue or black pen to completely
fill in the response "
" when appropriate.

Incorrect Marks
X z

Correct Mark
FOLD

1. As a director, what was the best part of SCUBA?

2. If you could change or improve anything about Group's VBS, what would it be?

3. Was there an aspect of SCUBA that you were dissatisfied with? If so, what?
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4. Do you have any great SCUBA stories you'd like to share with us?
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5. What was the number one reason you chose Group's SCUBA?
Bible stories
strong life application
crafts
format
past success with Group's VBS
theme
other (please explain)
6. Tell us how you learned about Group's SCUBA.
bookstore
mailing
word of mouth

SCUBA Splash Party

bookstore preview

Magazine Live

other (please specify)

music

advertisement
Magazine
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Instruction: Use blue or black pen to completely
fill in the response "
" when appropriate.

7. Where did you purchase your VBS items?

Incorrect Marks
X z

Correct Mark

bookstore
I went to www.pivotaldata.net

Why?

Tell us about your purchasing experience.

8. Did you attend a Scuba Splash (Director) Party?
yes
no
hosted
Would you like to attend a VBS directors party in the future?
yes
no
FOLD Would you like to host a VBS directors party in the future?
FOLD
yes
no
9. How many years have you used VBS?
If you said something nice about
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
VBS, may we quote you?
Yes
10. How easy was it to recruit your volunteers?
Very easy! I hardly had to do a thing!
Easy, but I did have to work at finding enough helpers.
Somewhat difficult. I really had to be creative and get folks "on board."
Difficult - it was like pulling teeth!
11. What recruiting helps did you use?
Ideas in the SCUBA Director Manual
Recruiting Commercials from the Pass-Along Recruitment Video
E-cruiting Service
12. What would you need to continue using VBS each year?
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Name
Address
City
E-mail

State

Zip

